Two CEAT students awarded Goldwater Scholarships

Two Oklahoma State University College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology students have won Barry M. Goldwater Scholarships. Trey Dorrell and Sam Glenn were selected from a competitive pool of 1,353 applicants representing 446 institutions nationwide. The esteemed Goldwater Scholarships, spanning one and two years, offer financial support of up to $7,500 annually.

A rare opportunity: OAIRE researchers use eclipse to gather atmospheric data

Oklahoma State University’s Oklahoma Aerospace Institute for Research and Education used the 2024 total solar eclipse path as an opportunity to improve weather forecasting. Sixteen OSU students and faculty members were joined by NASA representatives at the Choctaw Nation Community Center in Broken Bow, Oklahoma. They conducted research as part of the NASA National Eclipse Balloon Program.

CEAT K-12 STEM wins Citizenship in Leadership Award

The Oklahoma State University College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology K-12 STEM team is being recognized for its leadership impact on campus and the surrounding communities by the Hargis Leadership Institute on April 11.
ECE graduate student named Graduate Commencement Marshal

Zhidong Su, an ECE Ph.D. student, has been named 2024 OSU Graduate College Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshal. Dr. Weihua Sheng, Professor of ECE, is his PhD advisor.

Cowboy100 Gala celebrates OSU-owned, OSU-led businesses

Eighty-three Oklahoma State University alumni and their businesses were celebrated March 29 during the 2024 Cowboy100 Honoree Gala, which recognizes the fastest-growing and top 10 revenue-generating Cowboy-owned and Cowboy-led businesses.

State of Orange: A Cowboy Day of Service draws thousands of volunteers

This spring, Oklahoma State University President Kayse Shrum announced a visionary new service project — State of Orange: A Day of Cowboy Service.